5.

Transportation

Chapter Highlights
This chapter of the Edina Comprehensive Plan
discusses the transportation network; its
existing and planned future design, function,
and operational characteristics. Current and
future conditions are considered against three
aspects of movement: 1) to and from, 2)
within, and 3) through the City. As presented
in this chapter, movement is broadly discussed
to take into account:
•
•
•

•

The municipal transportation system
comprising local streets, bicycle facilities,
and City-operated transit services;
The regional transportation system of
State of Minnesota and Hennepin County
highways
Transit services that are provided by the
Metropolitan Council/Metro Transit,
Southwest Metro Transit; and the City of
Edina through a contractual arrangement
with DARTS.
Non-motorized transportation modes
supported by the City and Three Rivers
Park District.

The chapter defines the existing system,
identifying the locational and physical
characteristics of system components and
assesses them against factors such as:
•
•
•
•
•

capacity,
safety,
efficiency,
environmental and social impacts, and
overall contribution to the ability to
conveniently move around and the
physical design of the City.

Edina’s Transportation Planning
Mission:
The mission for transportation planning in Edina is to
provide access to and facilitate the movement of people
and goods efficiently, safely, cost effectively, and
comfortably to any desired destination while, at the same
time, seeking to improve community livability and the
environment and minimize associated negative impacts.
Transportation planning is not an end in and of itself.
Instead, transportation planning is performed to
proactively identify the most suitable travel modes and
pathways to help achieve a desirable and livable community
and accommodate safe and convenient travel to, within,
and through the community’s nodes, parks, and City
facilities. Toward this end, this chapter considers the roles
of a range of transportation infrastructure (roadways,
transitways, walkways, bikeways, railways and flyways), to
support a variety of vehicles, each operating successfully
and in a manner that minimizes conflicts with each other
and surrounding land uses.
Edina is a near fully developed community, and the existing
roadway network is essentially complete. Today’s primary
transportation planning focus is not on building new roads
or new alignments but on:
1. Renewing, managing, and improving the existing
transportation system (network);
2. Ensuring that the transportation system can
accommodate travel demand imposed by new
developments;
3. Improving the City’s non-motorized transportation
system to facilitate pedestrian and bicycle movement
and increase active transportation;
4. Supporting and encouraging transit use;
5. Increasing safety;
6. Implementing the city’s Living Streets Plan to ensure
that the transportation needs of all users will be
considered and all modes will be appropriately
accommodated; and
7. Ensuring that the City will manage the existing and
future transportation systems in an efficient and
responsible manner to achieve livability, sustainability,
and a high level of environmental quality.
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Thirteen goals developed for this chapter include focus on developing a multi-modal transportation system that is
conveniently accessible to all users. The goals recognize and seek to reverse the advantage that automobile travel has had
over transit and non-motorized modes; thus enabling residents and visitors to travel without increasing greenhouse gas
emissions, personal costs, and costs to society.
1.

Improve mobility for residents, visitors and businesses with a balanced system of transportation
alternatives for transit users, pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists.

2.

Implement a fully multi-modal transportation system that supports the land use vision and future
land use plan for managing and shaping future growth.

3. Minimize the impacts of the transportation system on Edina’s environment and neighborhood
quality of life and emphasize methods to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
4. Reduce the overall dependence on and use of single-occupant vehicles by promoting land use
patterns that allow for shorter vehicular trips and the use of alternative travel options.
5. Promote a travel demand management (TDM) program through a coordinated program of
regulations, marketing, and provision of alternative workplace and travel options.
6. Encourage and support attractive and reliable high-performance transit service and connections.
7. Develop and manage parking provision to encourage joint and shared use of facilities, ride-sharing
(car pools and van pools), and bicycle parking.
8. Invest in infrastructure to support the continued growth in low- to zero-emission technology and
support regional and statewide efforts to educate and adopt electric vehicles.
9. Provide for efficient movement of goods within Edina, while minimizing the impacts of freight traffic
on other trips and reducing negative impacts on land uses on freight corridors.
10. Engage, seek input from and educate all segments of the community regarding transportationrelated issues and projects impacting the City.
11. Identify new and continuing sources for transportation infrastructure funding by seeking to partner
where feasible with federal, state, county and adjacent community sources.
12. Design roadway facilities according to their intended service function and neighborhood context.
13. Provide and maintain adequate access to and from, and safety on, local and regional roadways.
adjacent community redevelopment and other activity that potentially impacts the City of Edina.
14. Manage, maintain and operate roadways to maximize wherever possible the safety and mobility of
all users and all modes.

Introduction
Overview

Effective transportation planning is critically important for a community such as Edina. Residents, institutions, and
businesses must be provided with transportation facilities and services that meet mobility needs in an efficient,
effective and safe manner
Transportation facilities, at the same time, need to be planned and constructed so as to limit negative social,
environmental, and aesthetic impacts to the greatest degree feasible. In addition, residents who cannot or
choose not to drive need to have transportation options to meet their daily needs. There is a fundamental link
between transportation planning and land use planning. Successful land use planning cannot take place without
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taking transportation considerations into account. Conversely, transportation planning is driven by the need to
support existing and future land uses. (Chapter 3 of this Comprehensive Plan identifies existing and planned
future land uses, which are base-level inputs in transportation planning.)

Edina Transportation Commission

In 2003, the City formed the Edina Transportation Commission (ETC). It is made up of citizens appointed by the
City Council. It advises the City Council on transportation issues facing the City, including traffic management,
roadway improvement projects, non-motorized transportation, and traffic safety requests. This transportation
chapter was prepared under the guidance of the ETC.

Purpose

There are three objectives of this Transportation chapter:
• To provide a guidance document for City staff and elected officials regarding the planning and
implementation of effective transportation facilities and systems over the planning horizon.
• To give citizens and businesses background on transportation issues and allow them to be better
informed regarding the City’s decision making on transportation issues.
• To communicate to other government agencies Edina’s perspectives and intentions regarding
transportation planning issues.
The preparation of the document also has provided stakeholders with the opportunity to have input into the
transportation planning process.

Current Conditions
Walking and Bicycling
Walking and Bicycling Facilities

The existing network of sidewalks, pathways and bicycle facilities serving the City of Edina is depicted on Figures
5.1 and 5.2. In 2018 the City prepared a Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan; the Master Plan’s pedestrian and
bicycle findings and recommendations are summarized in Section 7.3. The full Master Plan is attached as an
appendix to the Comprehensive Plan.

Regional Bicycle Transportation Network

The goal of the Metropolitan Council’s Regional Bicycle Transportation Network (RBTN) is to establish an
integrated seamless network of on-street bikeways and off-road trails to improve conditions for bicycle
transportation at the regional level and encourage planning and implementation of future bikeways. The network
is divided into two tiers each for RBTN corridors and alignments. Figure 5.3 depicts the Tier 1 and Tier 2 RBTN
Corridors and Alignments.
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Figure 5.1: Existing Sidewalk Facilities
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Figure 5.2: Existing Bicycle Facilities
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Figure 5.3: Tier 1 and Tier 2 Regional Bike Network
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Tier 1 RBTN Corridors have been identified by the Metropolitan Council as the highest priority for regional
transportation planning and investment. Tier 2 RBTN Corridors are the remaining corridors in the overall
regional network and are assigned the second tier priority. As shown, there is one small Tier 1 RBTN corridors
in Edina, which looks to make a connection between two RBTN alignments across the W 77th St bridge over TH
100. Additionally, there are three Tier 2 RBTN corridors in Edina. These corridors (which do not yet have
defined alignments) are centered on:
• Blake Road/Interlachen Boulevard
• Vernon Avenue/West 50th Street
• Canadian Pacific Railroad north of West 66th Street
Tier 1 and Tier 2 RBTN Corridors are similar to RBTN Alignments. Unlike the Corridors, the
Alignments have specific route alignments defined through discussions with City and County staff. These
alignments either already exist or are defined in City planning documents. The Nine Mile Creek Regional Trail,
opened in 2018 by Three Rivers Park District, is the only Tier 1 RBTN Alignment in Edina, and West 66th Street
is the City’s only Tier 2 RBTN Alignment.

Transit
Existing Transit Routes and Dial-a-Ride Services

Scheduled transit service for Edina residents is currently provided by Metro Transit (a division of the
Metropolitan Council) and by Southwest Transit. Most of the City of Edina is within Metro Transit’s Market
Area III, with eastern portions (including Southdale and northeast Edina) in Market Area II. The existing
scheduled service to Edina residents is depicted on Figure 5.4 and summarized in Table 5.1, below.
Table 5.1: Scheduled Transit Service In Edina (2018)
Route Number
Service Route/Area
6
Edina (includes Southdale Transit
Center), Uptown, downtown
Minneapolis, University of Minnesota
46
Eden Prairie, Edina (includes 50th/France),
south Minneapolis, St Paul
146
Edina (Vernon Avenue), southwest
Minneapolis, downtown Minneapolis
515

537
538
540

Edina (Includes Southdale Transit
Center), Richfield, South Minneapolis,
Bloomington (includes Mall of America),
Veterans Medical Center
Bloomington (includes Normandale
College), Edina (includes Southdale
Transit Center)
Edina (includes Southdale Transit
Center), Richfield, Bloomington (includes
Mall of America)
Edina, Richfield (includes Best Buy
Headquarters), Bloomington (includes
Mall of America)
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Service Description
High frequency local service, all
day/evening, all week; 5-15 minute
headways
Local service all day/evening, all week;
30-60 minute headways
Limited stop service (I-35W) service
during a.m. and p.m. rush hours,
weekdays
Local service, all day/evening, all week;
10-30 minute headways
Local service, all day/evening, weekdays;
60 minute headways
Local service, all day/evening, all week;
30-60 minute headways
Local service, all day/evening, all week;
15-30 minute headways during
a.m./p.m. rush hours, otherwise 60-90
minute headways
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Table 5.1: Scheduled Transit Service In Edina (2018)
(Continued)
Route Number
Service Route/Area
578
Edina (includes Southdale Transit
Center), downtown Minneapolis
579
University of Minnesota, south
Minneapolis, Edina (includes Southdale
Transit Center)
587
Edina, downtown Minneapolis

Service Description
Express service (TH 62 and I-35W)
during a.m. and p.m. rush hours
Express service (I-35W and TH 62)
during p.m. rush hour, weekdays

Express service (TH 100 and I-394)
during a.m. and p.m. rush hours,
weekdays
600 (Southwest
Eden Prairie (includes Southwest Station), “Flex route” service during a.m. and
Transit)
Edina (includes Southdale Transit
p.m. rush hours, weekdays, 10-20
Center), downtown Minneapolis
minute headways
Note: All the routes listed in Table 5.1 are provided by Metro Transit with the exception of Route 600, which
is provided by Southwest Metro Transit.
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Figure 5.4: Existing, Scheduled Transit Service
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Metro Mobility

Paratransit services are provided by Metro Transit’s Metro Mobility service. Door to door service is provided
using a wheelchair lift-equipped van on a first come-first served basis. 2018 hours of operation are daily 4:15
a.m. to 2:30 a.m.

CloverRide Circulator Service

The City of Edina contracts with Dakota Area Resources and Transportation for Seniors (DARTS) to provide a
circulator bus service in the Southdale area for Edina residents and visitors. This service, called CloverRide,
operates from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Fridays. CloverRide is a reliable, continuous shuttle service that provides
accessibility from senior housing locations in the Southdale area to retail and other popular destinations. The
one-hour “loop” runs clockwise along France and York Avenues between W 65th Street and Minnesota Drive.
While focused on serving senior citizens, the CloverRide circulator bus service is available to riders of any age.

High-Frequency Transit Routes

The only high-frequency transit route that currently serves Edina is the Route 6 (see Table 5.1 above). This
route serves Edina’s industrial park area, the Southdale Transit Center, South Minneapolis (including the Uptown
Transit Station), downtown Minneapolis and the University of Minnesota.

Transit Stations and Transit Centers
Southdale Transit Center

The key transit facility in Edina is the Southdale Transit Center, which is located in the eastern portion of
Southdale Center shopping mall. It includes a covered shelter area where route and schedule information can be
found. The Southdale Transit Center is one of the busiest transit centers in the Twin Cities, with seven transit
lines that stop and link at this location, along with a park & ride (see below). Three lighted, covered waiting
shelters are equipped with on-demand heat and real-time departure information.

Park-and-Rides and Express Bus Corridors
Southdale Park & Ride

There are 70 surface park & ride spaces at the Southdale Transit Center (see above), with available overflow
parking for additional vehicles.

Express Bus Corridors

TH 62, TH 100, I-35W and I-394 serve as express bus corridors for Metro Transit routes that connect Edina
commuters to downtown Minneapolis and the University of Minnesota. Express Routes 578 and 579 run along
TH 62 and I-35W, while Route 587 runs along TH 100 and I-394.

Transit Advantages and Transit Support Facilities

Currently, Metro Transit operates on “bus-only shoulders” within Edina on northbound TH 100 (north of
Benton Avenue) and both eastbound and westbound TH 62 (east of Gleason Road). There are currently no
transit support facilities in Edina

Roadways
Located within the Twin Cities metropolitan area, the City of Edina is served by the regional roadway network
that is shown on Figure 5.5. As shown, Edina is a first-tier suburb within the I-494 beltway, and the important
regional roadways that pass through or are adjacent to the City are: I-494, Trunk Highway (TH) 169, TH 100,
and TH 62 (Crosstown). Cities that are adjacent to Edina are: Minneapolis, St. Louis Park, Hopkins, Minnetonka,
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Eden Prairie, Bloomington, and Richfield. Figure 5.6 shows existing daily traffic volumes, and Figure 5.7 shows the
number of lanes on the regional roads that comprise the regional roadway network.

Figure 5.5: Regional Roadway Network
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Figure 5.6: Current (2016) Daily Traffic Volumes
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Figure 5.7: Number of Lanes on Collectors and
Arterials
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Roadway Functional Classification

The roadway functional classification system
describes how streets and highways in a network
collect and distribute traffic from neighborhood
streets to collector roadways to arterials and
ultimately to the Metropolitan Highway System.
Roads are placed into categories based on the
degree to which they provide access to adjacent
land versus provide higher-speed mobility for
“through” traffic. Functional classification is a
cornerstone of transportation planning. Within this
approach, roads are located and designed to
perform their designated function.
It should be noted that while functional classification
is an important factor to determine the
engineering/technical design parameters for
roadways, aesthetic considerations in Edina will be
directed by the Living Streets Plan and
transportation-related community design guidelines
discussed in Chapter 3 of this Comprehensive Plan.

Key Features of a Functionally
Classified Roadway System

The functional classification system used in the City of
Edina, as described below and shown on Figures 5.8
and 5.9, conforms to the Metropolitan Council
standards. The Metropolitan Council has published
these criteria in the Transportation Development
Guide/Policy Plan. This guide separates roadways into
four (4) street classifications, including principal
arterials, minor arterials, collectors, and local
streets. The City of Edina has expanded the
Metropolitan Council’s classification system to include
local connectors, bringing the total to five
classifications.
These classifications address the function of state,
county and city streets from a standpoint of the safe
and efficient movement of traffic through the City
while providing satisfactory access to residents and
businesses located within the City. Under the
following headings, information is provided for each of
the respective functional classes, as well the roadways
that fall under those classes in Edina. The descriptions
of the characteristics of the functional classes provided
below are based on Metropolitan Council information.
It should be noted that an additional sub-classification
called Local Connector streets is included as part of
Edina’s local roadway network and is described below.
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• Systems that include an appropriate balance
of the five types of roadways provide the
greatest degree of safety and efficiency.
• It takes a combination of various types of
roadways to meet the needs of the variety of
land uses found in most urbanized areas.
• Most agencies could not afford a system
made up entirely of principal arterials, and a
region only served by a system of local
streets would likely be gridlocked.
• Roadways that only serve one function are
generally safer and tend to operate more
efficiently. For example, freeways only serve
the mobility function and, as a group, have
the lowest crash rates and the highest levels
of operational efficiency.
• Functional classification can be used to
prioritize roadway improvements.
• The design features and levels of access for
specific roadways can be matched to the
intended function of individual roadways.
• The appropriate balance point between
competing functions should be determined
for each roadway based on analyses of
specific operational, safety, design, and land
features.
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It should also be noted that these descriptions represent “ideal conditions” and that not all roadways

Figure 5.8: Regional Roadway Functional Classification
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Figure 5.9: Local Roadway Functional Classification
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within that functional class will fit the specific description due to unique local conditions, history of the roadway,
or other factors.

Principal Arterials

Principal Arterials include all Interstate freeways. Interstate freeways connect the region with other areas in
the state and other states. They also connect the metro centers to regional business concentrations. The
emphasis of principal arterials is on moving large volumes of traffic over long distances rather than providing
direct access to land. They connect only with other Interstate freeways, other principal arterials, and select
minor arterials and collectors. Principal arterials are not intended to serve pedestrian and bicycle travel directly
and they often act as barriers to bicycle and pedestrian travel in the centers and neighborhoods through which
they pass. The principal arterials through or adjacent to Edina are:
•
•
•
•

I-494
TH 100
TH 169
TH 62 (Crosstown)

Minor Arterials

The primary function of Minor Arterials is mobility as opposed to access in the urban area; and only
concentrations of commercial or industrial land uses should have direct access to them. Minor arterials should
connect to principal arterials, other minor arterials, and collectors. Connection to some local streets is
acceptable. Minor arterials are designed to carry higher volumes of general traffic than other local roads carry.
Sometimes the design standards for high volume minor arterials create a barrier for bicycle and pedestrian
travel.
The Metropolitan Council has identified “A” minor arterials as streets that are of regional importance because
they relieve, expand, or complement the principal arterial system. The “A” minor arterials in the Edina area are
summarized in Table 5.2, below.
Table 5.2 – “A” Minor Arterial Roadways
Roadway
From
France Avenue (CSAH 17)
Southern City Limit

To
Northern City Limit

Type
Reliever Arterial

Valley View Rd

TH 62

West 66th St

Reliever Arterial

West 66th St

Valley View Rd

Eastern City Limit

Reliever Arterial

Vernon Avenue (CSAH
158)
West 50th St

Interlachen Boulevard

TH 100

Augmenter Arterial

TH 100

France Avenue South
(CSAH 17)**
Eastern City Limit

Augmenter Arterial

TH 169 E Frontage
Western City Limit
Reliever Arterial
Rd/West 78th St/Edina
Industrial Boulevard/West
77th St/West 76th St
** County State Aid Highway (CSAH): A county road where funding support is provided to the county by the state,
because the road functions to link metropolitan highways.
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Remaining minor arterials are considered “other” minor arterials, which have the same function as “A” minor
arterials but are not eligible for federal funds. As shown in Table 5.3 below, CSAH 158 is functionally classified
as an “other“ minor arterial. It is the only roadway in Edina that falls into this category.
Table 5.3 – Other Arterial Roadways
Roadway
From
To
Vernon Avenue/Gleason
TH 62
Interlachen Boulevard
Road (CSAH 158)

Collector Roads

Collectors provide connections between neighborhoods and from neighborhoods to minor business
concentrations. It also provides supplementary interconnections of major traffic generators within the metro
centers and regional business concentrations. Mobility and land access are equally important. Direct land access
should predominately be to development concentrations. In order to preserve the amenities of neighborhoods
while still providing direct access to business areas, these streets are usually spaced at one-half mile intervals in
developed areas.
Major collectors serve higher density residential areas, job and activity centers and freight terminals that are not
on the arterial system, and they serve longer local trips, including local bus service. Major collectors are included
in the Metropolitan Council’s regional network. Minor collectors serve shorter local trips and lower density land
uses and play a key role in the City of Edina’s local roadway network. Major and minor collector roads can be
good candidates for bicycle routes because they serve shorter trips that bicyclists make and generally have more
compatible traffic speeds and volumes as compared to arterials. Major collector roadways in the Edina are
summarized in Table 5.4, below.
Table 5.4 Major Collector Roads
From

To

Street
Blake Rd./Interlachen Rd.

Northern City Limit

Blake Rd.

Interlachen Boulevard

Gleason Rd

TH 62

Valley View Road/Tracy
Avenue
Cahill Rd.

Gleason Rd
West 78th St

Vernon Avenue (CSAH
158)
Dewey Hill Rd

Brookside Avenue

Interlachen Boulevard

Northern City Limit

Dewey Hill Rd

Gleason Rd

Cahill Rd

Antrim Rd

Valley View Rd

W 70th St

West 70th St

Antrim Rd.

York Avenue S/Xerxes
Avenue S (CSAH 31)
West 69th St

Northern City Limit

France Avenue S (CSAH
17)
Southern City Limit

Vernon Avenue (CSAH
158)
Vernon Avenue (CSAH
158)
West 78th St

York Avenue S (CSAH
31)

Eastern City Limit
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Local Connector Streets

Local Connectors are a subset of Local Roads (below) and are not part of the Metropolitan Council TPP
standards. Local Connectors are those with a Local Road functional classification, as defined in the
Comprehensive Plan, that meet at least one of the following two criteria:
•
•

Average daily traffic (ADT) of at least 1,000 vehicles.
Serves as a connection between neighborhoods, destinations and higher-level roadways.

Local Connectors provide continuous walking and bicycling routes, and some may accommodate transit routes
as well. While they are essential to the flow of people between neighborhoods and destinations, the needs of
people passing through must be balanced with the needs of those who live and work along Local Connectors.
Local connector streets in the City are depicted on Figure 5.9.

Local Roads

Local Roads provide the most access and the least mobility within the overall functional classification system.
They allow access to individual homes, shops, and similar traffic destinations. Through traffic should be
discouraged from using local roads by using appropriate geometric designs and traffic control devices. Local
roads serve local travel for pedestrians and bicyclists. Local roads in the City are depicted on Figure 5.9.

Jurisdictional Classification
State, County, and Municipal Roadways

Roadways are further classified on the basis of which level of government owns and has jurisdiction over the
given facility. The three levels of government that have involvement are the State of Minnesota (MnDOT),
Hennepin County, and the City of Edina. MnDOT owns/maintains the Principal Arterial and Trunk Highway
(TH) systems, Hennepin County the County State Aid Highway (CSAH) and County Road (CR) system. The
City owns/maintains the local (and local connector) streets, including Municipal State Aid (MSA) streets. Figure
5.10 provides a graphic depicting the jurisdictional classification of the overall roadway network serving Edina
and its residents, businesses, and institutions.
Cities in Minnesota with populations greater than 5,000 are eligible to receive Municipal State Aid (MSA) funding
from the state Highway User Tax Distribution Fund. The basic purpose of this program is to help local
governments construct and maintain those collector and arterial roadways that have consistent design standards
and are well integrated into the overall network of collector and arterial roadways. The State Aid office of
MnDOT has established clearly defined design requirements for MSA streets. These requirements ensure that
capacity, operational, and safety goals are met in a uniform manner from community to community and that
street systems are well coordinated with each other.
Based on State Statute, sections 169.80 and 169.87, MnDOT does not allow cities to restrict truck traffic on
local or MSA streets. However, cities may restrict trucks over a certain weight depending on road conditions
and time of year.
Edina’s current (2018) MSA network is identified on Figure 5.11. These roadways are eligible to receive MSA
funds for maintenance and/or improvement projects. The MSA network is reviewed every year and may be
revised subject to MnDOT State Aid review and approval.

Aviation
There currently are no airports within the City of Edina. The closest airport is the Minneapolis-St. Paul
International Airport (MSP), which is approximately three and one half miles east of the City. Edina is within the
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influence area of MSP as determined by Metropolitan Council Guidance (Transportation Policy Plan, Appendix
K).

Aviation-Related Policies and Ordinances

Any person or organization intending to sponsor the construction or alteration of a structure affecting navigable
airspace as defined in Federal Regulation Title 14, Part 77 must inform the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) of the
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project. This notification is accomplished through the completion and submittal of Form 7460. In the case
of Edina, this requirement applies to the following circumstances:
•
•

any construction or alteration exceeding 200 feet above ground level
any construction or alteration of greater height than an imaginary surface extending outward and
upward at a slope of 100 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 20,000 feet from the nearest point of
the nearest runway (Runway 17/35 at MSP)

Aviation-Related Facilities

Edina has no permitted seaplane surface waters, tall towers, radio beacons or other air navigation aids located
within the city. There is currently one heliport in the City of Edina, which is located at the Fairview Southdale
Hospital. Heliports are regulated through City ordinance.

Freight
A safe, efficient, high-capacity freight transportation system is essential to the economic well-being of Edina, the
region, and the state. However, freight movement (by truck and rail) is often regarded as incompatible with
other land uses and other modes of transportation. The following is a summary of existing facilities, nodes and
issues relating to freight movement in Edina. Figure 5.12 shows roads and railways that carry freight through
Edina. Figure 5.13 depicts the current volumes of multi-axle (or heavy commercial traffic) on principle arterials in
and adjacent to the City.

Freight Facilities

While Edina has no intermodal freight terminals, the Canadian Pacific Railway (CP Rail) railroad runs northsouth over four miles through the entire city, just west of Highway 100. Currently, freight trains on this portion
of the CP Rail line are operated by the Twin Cities and Western (TC&W) Railroad. Approximately two trains
run through Edina on CP Rail per day – one in the morning and one the evening. The existing freight rail traffic
in the corridor remains about the same as it did in 2001 (about 1-2 trains per day). Some freight
improvements/track improvements have been made recently which may lead to increased freight traffic, though
specific railroad plans are not known.

Other Freight-Related Nodes

The Cahill industrial area, located in south-central Edina, consists of two distinct areas. The northwestern
corner of this area comprises some residential uses on the north side of West 70th Street and a concentration
of commercial (office and retail) and light industrial uses on the south side of West 70th Street. This area is
bordered by West 70th Street to the north, the Canadian Pacific Railroad to the east, generally the FilmTech
industrial use to the south, and Cahill Road to the west. A small area plan for the northwest corner of this area
was approved by the Planning Commission in December 2018 and adopted by Council in January 2019.
The remaining area is bordered by West 70th Street to the north, TH 100 to the east, the southern city limits
to the south, and the Canadian Pacific Railroad to the west. The land uses within these borders can best be
described as light industrial and business park. With the Great Recession of 2008 and the economic downturn,
retail uses and other non-business uses began to appear in this area. At this time it is known that existing land
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uses in the Cahill industrial area tend to generate multi-axle truck traffic, future plans are somewhat unknown as
the City considers preparing a small area or district plan for the area.
Another concentration of uses associated with truck traffic is the Southdale commercial district, in southeastern
Edina. This area has a large number of commercial and retail land uses that must be served by trucks for
deliveries, in addition to the general purpose traffic associated with the district.
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Figure 5.12: Freight System
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Figure 5.13: Current Daily Volume of Heavy Commercial Traffic
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Edina: A Community of Learning.

Edina has a prized education system of high-quality public
schools. The Transportation chapter of the Comprehensive Plan recognizes the importance of extending
the benefits of education to the entire community.
Collaborating with the Arts and Culture, Heritage Preservation, and Parks and Recreation Commissions
and Edina public schools, the Planning and Public Works Departments could incorporate continued learning
into infrastructure improvement projects. New sidewalks, for example, might include cast-in alphabets to
spur toddler interest in reading, poetry to stimulate us all, original art to tie it all together and certainly
dates of construction to help us all understand the effects of time. And all of this could become visual
clutter, but under the guidance of the Arts and Culture Commission, it has the possibility to become a
pervasive and convincing presence of a commitment to education and learning that can delight the
community and indicate that the community is committed to becoming an even better place to live.

Trends and Challenges
The City of Edina recognizes the need to increase active transportation through the construction and
maintenance of infrastructure, which will improve the livability and sense of community in Edina. When planning
for the future it is important to lessen the negative impacts that transportation may have on the environment
and neighborhoods, and improve connectivity throughout the city.
In order to prepare for the coming seismic changes in transportation, including vehicle electrification, connected
and automated vehicles, changes in parking demand, technology, funding availability, delivery of goods and the
aging population, it is necessary to plan for a balanced transportation system.

Walking and Bicycling
The following is a summary of Edina’s Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan, the findings and recommendations of
which serve to identify the trends, challenges and opportunities of walking and bicycling in Edina. The full Master
Plan is attached as an appendix. Proposed pedestrian and bicycle networks are illustrated on Figures 5.14 and
5.15 on the following two pages.
The Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan is a document to guide Edina’s continuing evolution toward becoming a
more walkable, bikeable community that offers its residents a full range of healthy, active and sustainable
transportation options for moving in and around the city, and for connecting to its numerous recreational,
commercial and entertainment opportunities.

Walking and Biking Goals

Goals for the plan are twofold:
•

To increase the number of Edina residents, workers and visitors who walk or bike for transportation,
health, fitness, and recreation in the city, and,

•

To support city, resident and elected officials’ work and efforts to offer the highest quality of life and
best experience of their city to Edina residents, businesses, workers and visitors.

Community Guidance

The plan was developed with the active participation of the Edina community and guidance and consultation with
city staff. A vigorous engagement process - using both in-person and innovative online approaches - brought the
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voice and ideas of well over a thousand Edina residents into the shaping of the plan’s vision and
recommendations.
The guidance was clear: residents recognize, enjoy and appreciate the many walk/bike assets the City has
developed over the last ten years - but there are also many opportunities for improving current conditions and
innovating, once again, to develop and offer residents the best, most productive approaches for growing walking
and biking in the city.

An All Ages and Abilities Network

Guidance from Edina residents was very clear: connecting to schools, parks and neighborhoods with safe and
comfortable facilities is a key priority.
The plan proposes an All Ages and Abilities walk/bike system that is built around a new “Twin Loops”
framework connecting key assets in the city through a high-comfort, high-amenity network of walking and biking
routes and supporting facilities. The Inner and Outer Loops, working together with the new Nine Mile Creek
Regional Trail, provide high quality connections tying all four city quadrants and serving Edina schools,
community destinations and parks, regional destinations, and adjoining communities.
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Figure 5.14: Proposed Sidewalk Facilities
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Figure 5.15: Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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A Comprehensive Approach

The plan recognizes the importance of a comprehensive approach for achieving success: a full suite of
recommendations - from on-the-ground routes and facilities to a robust set of education, encouragement and
other programming initiatives are part of the plan’s “6Es” approach.
Bikeshare, educational campaigns, and recommendations for supporting development of new “mobility hubs” in
the city are included.

Taking Care of What We’ve Got

But the plan is not only about making new investments - it’s also about recognizing and taking care of the many
walk/bike assets Edina has developed over the last few years. Recommendations for maintaining infrastructure,
and offering a year-round walking and biking network are also a key part of the plan.

Implementation - Where We Make it Real

Recommendations are great - but none of it counts if we don’t build it. The plan includes robust guidance for
implementation approaches - from a “test it first” and quick/tactical approach to developing facilities and
infrastructure to recommendations for implementing programs. Most important of all, it includes a preliminary
evaluation on how to implement the Edina Twin Loops - by looking at opportunities, constraints, and potential
phasing for developing the individual segments that will make up this premier, signature walking and biking
framework for the City’s transportation network. Several potential funding sources are also identified.

Safe Routes to School

In 2014 the City of Edina approved its Active Routes to School (ARTS) Plan. The purpose of the ARTS Plan is to
identify opportunities and priorities to increase walking and biking to schools, and develop an implementation
plan for making improvements in these areas. The City worked together with the Edina School District to
prepare the plan, and the City has been successful in implementing most of the sidewalk recommendations
indicated in the ARTS Plan.

Transit
Scheduled Service

The City of Edina, as an inner ring suburb, has good transit service relative to much of the overall metro region.
The existing service and facilities are identified on Figure 5.4. The Southdale Transit Center is one of the busiest
transit facilities in the region, and there is generally good commuter service to downtown Minneapolis.
However, transit service in western portions of the City is quite limited, and the need has been identified to
evaluate additional park and ride capacity to improve the usability of commuter service for Edina residents. This
will be discussed further under the facilities heading below.
As discussed in Chapter 3 of this Comprehensive Plan, the population of Edina is aging to a greater degree than
many communities in the region. This trend will likely increase the demand for transit services in coming years.
The City should track this and other factors including increasing gasoline costs to assess on-going demand for
enhanced scheduled transit service. The City should work with Metro Transit and Southwest Metro Transit to
advance such service as demand is identified. Metro Transit provides the great majority of transit service options
in Edina, and it would make the determination if service revisions or enhancements would be viable for its
service areas. The ability to plan and provide additional transit service is subject to state and regional funding
that Metro Transit receives.

Facilities

Metro Transit’s Central-South (Sector 5) Plan (revised 2004) identified a future 300-500 car park and ride facility
at TH 100 and Vernon Avenue. However, the Metropolitan Council’s 2030 Park-and-Ride Plan (adopted 2010)
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does not include a future park-and-ride facility in Edina. The Plan identifies an existing 1-150 car “transitway
facility” at TH 100 and Vernon Avenue, which consists of “hide-and-ride” transit users who park in and around
the City-owned parking structure in this location. Given the current limited transit service in the western
portion of the City, future evaluation of the need for a more formal park-and-ride facility at this location may be
necessary.

Future Service
Local Circulator Service

As discussed above, there is very limited Metro Transit Service in the western portions of Edina. In the past the
City has had discussions with Metro Transit regarding additional service to the western areas, perhaps as
circulator service. This would involve smaller vehicles that would seat between 12 and 18 riders. At the time
Metro Transit determined that there is not enough demand in this area for it to viably provide such service,
given its funding limitations. Metro Transit staff cited the relatively high income levels and high rates of car
ownership as factors limiting the demand for additional transit service in these areas.
The City has evaluated, on a preliminary basis, the option of providing its own circulator service. This would
provide service to the western portions of the City and would give those who cannot drive or choose not to an
alternative travel mode to use. In summary, the capital costs (in 2008 dollars) for the lowest level of service
(“baseline”) evaluated would be approximately $150,000 (three vans), and the annual operating costs would be
over $250,000. The more extensive operational scenario evaluated resulted in costs substantially higher.
The evaluation summarized above is intended to stimulate preliminary but systematic consideration of circulator
service which could increase transit coverage in western Edina. To move this issue forward, a more detailed
study will be required to address the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarify the City’s understanding of potential ridership; who will use the service and at what times?
Preferred service type (fixed route vs. flex or “on-demand”) and frequency
If fixed route, identify the optimal routes and stops
If a hybrid fixed route/flex service, identify optimal operating parameters
Hours of operations
Fare structure

Greater Southdale Area Bus Circulator Service

The 2008 Comprehensive Plan recommended that the City conduct a study to assess the viability of a Southdale
District shuttle service. In 2018 the City initiated a pilot bus circulator service, called CloverRide and operated
by DARTS, that provides service to residential and commercial areas in the greater Southdale area. This fixedroute service runs one day per week during the mid-day, and has a one-hour “loop” through the area, stopping
at four (primarily senior) housing destinations and six commercial/retail destinations. While the service runs on
a fixed schedule, riders are allowed to request “on demand” stops provided they are proximate to the regular
route.
City staff and the Edina Transportation Commission will evaluate this pilot program and make recommendations
regarding its continued service. This could include changes to stop locations and times, as well as expanded
service (e.g. more buses, more stops located in other areas of the city).

Light Rail Transit

In the 2040 Transportation Policy Plan (TPP), the Metropolitan Council has identified a series of transitway
corridors for planning purposes. This network is included as Figure 5.16. The METRO Blue Line (Hiawatha LRT
Corridor), connecting downtown Minneapolis, the MSP International Airport, and the Mall of America, was
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completed in 2004. The METRO Green Line (Central LRT Corridor), connecting Downtown Minneapolis and
Downtown St. Paul, was completed in 2014.
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The METRO Green Line Extension (Southwest LRT Corridor) is currently being designed. This LRT corridor
will operate on a route from downtown Minneapolis through St. Louis Park, Hopkins, Minnetonka, and Eden
Prairie, passing in close proximity to Edina. The line will include 16 new stations and will be part of an integrated
system of transitways, including connections to the METRO Blue Line, the Northstar Commuter Rail line, many
bus routes, and proposed future transitways. Six planned Green Line stations will be within one mile of the
Edina city border; however, the accessibility of each station from Edina varies considerably. The City should
continue to work with neighboring cities to make pedestrian and bicycle connections to Green Line stations,
and cooperate with Metro Transit regarding feeder bus connections. Heavy construction of the Green Line
Extension is scheduled to take place between 2018 and 2022, with passenger service as an extension of the
METRO Green Line beginning in 2023.

Passenger Rail
MnDOT’s 2015 update to the Minnesota Comprehensive Statewide Rail Plan guides the future of both freight
and passenger (intercity) rail systems and rail services in the state. While there is no specific mention of
Edina, the plan generally provides strong support for increased investment in passenger rail as a response to
growing congestion on highways serving the metropolitan area and exurban communities. The Rail Plan identifies
a passenger rail line that extends from the Twin Cities to Northfield that would pass through the City of Edina
by way of the Canadian Pacific Minneapolis, Northfield and Southern Railway (CP MN&S) subdivision. This
corridor is also known as the Dan Patch Corridor and is identified as a Phase 1 project in the plan. This
identification indicates it is a desirable project within a 0- to 20-year (2015 - 2035) implementation horizon.
A study conducted in 2002 examined the feasibility of establishing commuter rail service along the Dan Patch
corridor. At that time, responding to opposition from residents, former State Representative Ron Erhardt
introduced legislation that would prohibit state and regional agencies from spending any money to study, plan or
design a commuter rail line in this corridor. This legislation, which was passed and has been referred to as the
"gag order," applies to state agencies and affected Regional Railroad Authorities but not cities.
Based on interest in commuter rail expressed by Edina residents, the City in 2017 conducted a study to gauge
public support for passenger rail in the Dan Patch corridor through Edina. The majority of public feedback was
not supportive of passenger rail in the corridor; particularly noted are comments coming from residents who
live along the route. The study, which is documented in the Passenger Rail Community Engagement Report,
concluded with a recommendation not to pursue passenger rail in the Dan Patch corridor at that time.

Bus Rapid Transit
Metro Transit is currently planning improvements to the Route 6
corridor with the E Line bus rapid transit (BRT) project. The E Line
will substantially replace parts of Route 6 in the Hennepin Avenue
corridor, serving uptown Minneapolis. Since this BRT line was
identified in 2012, community members have expressed interest in
a longer BRT corridor to serve more places along Route 6,
including extending service along France and/or York Avenues in
Edina. Metro Transit is studying the corridor in 2018-2019 to
determine whether to extend the E Line south into Edina.
Following this corridor study, E Line station planning will begin in
2019 with construction (pending full funding) beginning as soon as
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2023. The City of Edina is represented on the study’s Technical Advisory Committee.

Roadways
2040 Traffic Forecasts

Year 2040 traffic forecasts were prepared using the Metropolitan Council travel demand model. The model was
refined for application specifically for the City of Edina. The 2040 roadway network assumed for this analysis is
the same as the current roadway network, as the City and County Capital Improvement Programs (CIPs) do not
include any projects that add significant capacity to the roadway network. While the travel demand model is a
valuable tool for identifying future traffic based on the proposed land use impacts, it is not meant for use in
detailed traffic operations studies. For a more accurate representation of the transportation impacts from
specific developments, detailed traffic studies should be conducted to determine the operational impacts on
adjacent roadways and intersections.
A central concept of travel demand forecasting is the use of Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZs). Each
forecast study area, in this case the City of Edina, is divided into a series of TAZs. Each TAZ has land use data
which indicates trip generation and trip attraction including population, household, and employment data. Figure
5.17 displays Metropolitan Council TAZs within the City of Edina.
Table 5.5 provides the initial population, household, and employment allocations by TAZ assumed in the
Metropolitan Council model. Table 5.6 provides the population, household, and employment allocations by TAZ
based on the City of Edina’s Land Use Plan adjustments as detailed in Chapter 3. Table 5.7 shows the change in
TAZs between the base condition and the adjusted condition.
The results of the City of Edina modeling process are summarized on Figure 5.18 showing the 2040 Traffic
Forecast (Met Council Base) and Figure 5.19 showing the 2040 Traffic Forecast with Edina Land Use
adjustments.
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Figure 5.17: Traffic Analysis Zones
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Table 5.5: 2040 Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) Forecasts – Metropolitan Council Base
2020
TAZ

2030

2040

Households

Pop.

Employment

Households

Pop.

Employment

Households

Pop.

Employment

1022

0

0

0

3

7

0

10

22

0

1395

569

1504

109

577

1472

108

563

1381

110

1396

699

1894

1024

768

1949

1059

804

1919

1091

1397

309

850

35

313

824

38

302

762

40

1398

23

61

1

22

57

1

20

49

0

1403

686

1453

40

698

1440

40

684

1380

40

1404

95

205

193

94

199

197

91

187

200

1408

351

871

6

352

869

8

342

836

10

1409

690

1713

375

701

1732

413

684

1675

450

1410

1288

2735

430

1301

2690

446

1267

2564

460

1411

1241

2498

8998

1263

2466

9092

1237

2375

9106

1412

663

1848

41

670

1860

41

654

1807

40

1413

34

79

570

39

83

577

40

81

580

1414

726

1446

361

734

1416

644

714

1352

951

1415

0

0

219

0

0

237

0

0

250

1416

0

0

868

0

0

930

0

0

1011

1417

61

89

10533

62

91

10884

60

89

11198

1418

757

1505

24

765

1471

48

744

1403

80

1419

356

964

34

361

971

36

352

942

40

1420

342

928

11

348

937

10

342

915

10

1421

452

1225

12

455

1223

11

442

1184

10

1422

158

412

295

162

417

348

161

408

400

1423

671

1604

177

680

1567

183

664

1485

190

1424

602

1640

48

609

1628

49

593

1553

50

1425

358

947

61

362

952

70

352

920

80

1426

322

853

345

328

864

393

322

843

440

1427

834

1911

1163

915

1955

1204

955

1919

1241

1428

353

926

761

358

904

787

352

859

811

1429

475

1248

926

490

1237

955

483

1179

981

1430

480

1261

41

484

1225

41

473

1156

40

1431

459

1236

102

464

1245

116

453

1210

130

1432

326

865

13

330

875

11

322

852

10

1435

708

1879

29

719

1907

29

704

1869

30

1436

123

295

21

142

324

20

151

327

20

1585

1290

2268

5044

1651

2936

5212

1911

3433

5364

1586

290

689

146

302

669

155

302

634

170
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1587

531

1244

1593

554

1210

1687

553

1148

1841

Table 5.5: 2040 Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) Forecasts – Metropolitan Council Base
(Continued)
2020
TAZ

Households

2030

Pop.

Employment

Households

2040

Pop.

Employment

Households

Pop.

Employment

1588

243

475

3818

333

667

3947

402

813

4063

1593

2182

3723

3266

2400

4229

3375

2504

4547

3472

1594

1981

4411

871

2422

5319

1229

2715

5889

1601

1595

507

1026

5667

591

1208

5724

644

1324

5754

1596

662

1116

2941

880

1508

2993

1036

1811

3032

1637

0

0

450

0

0

508

0

0

560

1640

0

0

140

0

0

140

0

0

140

Totals

22897

51897

51802

24702

54603

53996

25404

55102

56097

Table 5.6: 2040 Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) Forecasts – Adjusted
TAZ

2020

2030

2040

Households

Pop.

Employment

Households

Pop.

Employment

Households

Pop.

Employment

1022

0

0

0

3

7

0

10

22

0

1395

569

1549

109

577

1496

108

583

1438

110

1396

699

1949

1024

858

2129

1059

950

2340

1091

1397

309

874

35

313

837

38

313

793

40

1398

23

63

1

22

58

1

22

51

0

1403

722

1510

40

734

1470

40

745

1452

40

1404

95

213

193

94

203

197

94

197

200

1408

351

899

6

352

884

8

354

871

10

1409

699

1768

375

701

1761

413

709

1745

450

1410

1288

2837

430

1301

2744

446

1312

2693

460

1411

1241

2596

8998

1263

2518

9092

1281

2499

9106

1412

663

1900

41

670

1888

41

677

1873

40

1413

34

82

570

39

84

577

40

84

580

1414

726

1503

361

734

1446

644

740

1425

951

1415

0

0

219

0

0

237

0

0

250

1416

0

0

868

0

0

930

0

0

1011

1417

120

178

10533

191

305

10884

190

312

11198

1418

757

1565

24

765

1503

48

772

1479

80

1419

356

992

34

361

986

36

365

978

40

1420

342

955

11

348

951

10

354

949

10

1421

452

1261

12

455

1242

11

458

1229

10

1422

158

425

295

162

424

348

167

424

400
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1423

671

1657

177

680

1595

183

688

1552

190

1424

602

1688

48

609

1653

49

614

1613

50

Table 5.6 –2040 Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) Forecasts – Adjusted
(Continued)
TAZ

2020

2030

2040

Households

Pop.

Employment

Households

Pop.

Employment

Households

Pop.

Employment

1425

358

975

61

362

967

70

365

956

80

1426

328

879

345

334

878

393

340

876

440

1427

834

1977

1163

1001

2135

1204

1045

2283

1241

1428

353

954

761

358

919

787

364

894

811

1429

475

1286

926

490

1257

955

500

1227

981

1430

480

1299

41

484

1245

41

490

1204

40

1431

459

1272

102

464

1264

116

469

1256

130

1432

326

891

13

330

889

11

334

885

10

1435

708

1935

29

719

1937

29

730

1940

30

1436

123

305

21

142

329

20

151

339

20

1585

1290

2370

5044

1717

3114

5212

1996

3699

5364

1586

482

727

146

494

689

155

494

682

170

1587

531

1286

1593

554

1232

1687

572

1201

1841

1588

562

1021

3818

1112

2023

3947

1412

2656

4063

1593

2445

4114

3266

3444

5689

3375

3744

6375

3472

1594

1981

4568

871

2670

5683

1229

2947

6308

1601

1595

726

1509

5667

954

2030

5724

1425

2923

5754

1596

662

1168

2941

839

1536

2993

984

1877

3032
560

1637

0

0

450

0

0

508

0

0

1640

0

0

140

0

0

140

0

0

140

Totals

24000

55000

51802

27700

60000

53996

29800

63600

56097

Table 5.7: 2040 Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) Forecasts – TAZ
Changes
TAZ

2020

2030

2040

Households

Population

Households

Population

Households

Population

1395

0

45

0

24

20

57

1396

0

55

90

180

146

421

1397

0

24

0

13

11

31

1398

0

2

0

1

2

2

1403

36

57

36

30

61

72

1404

0

8

0

4

3

10

1408

0

28

0

15

12

35

1409

9

55

0

29

25

70

1410

0

102

0

54

45

129
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1411

0

98

0

52

44

124

1412

0

52

0

28

23

66

1413

0

3

0

1

0

3

Table 5.7: 2040 Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) Forecasts – TAZ
Changes
(Continued)
TAZ

2020

2030

2040

Households

Population

Households

Population

Households

Population

1414

0

57

0

30

26

73

1417

59

89

129

214

130

223

1418

0

60

0

32

28

76

1419

0

28

0

15

13

36

1420

0

27

0

14

12

34

1421

0

36

0

19

16

45

1422

0

13

0

7

6

16

1423

0

53

0

28

24

67

1424

0

48

0

25

21

60

1425

0

28

0

15

13

36

1426

6

26

6

14

18

33

1427

0

66

86

180

90

364

1428

0

28

0

15

12

35

1429

0

38

0

20

17

48

1430

0

38

0

20

17

48

1431

0

36

0

19

16

46

1432

0

26

0

14

12

33

1435

0

56

0

30

26

71

1436

0

10
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Figure 5.18: 2040 Base Forecast Daily Traffic
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Figure 5.19: 2040 Revised (Adjusted) Base Forecast Daily Traffic
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2040 Roadway Deficiency Analysis

Congestion on the roadway system is judged to exist when the ratio of traffic volume (number of daily vehicles
on a given roadway) to roadway capacity (maximum number of daily vehicles a given roadway can reasonably
accommodate) approaches or exceeds 1.0. The ratio of volume to capacity (v/c ratio) provides a measure of
congestion along a stretch of roadway and can help determine where roadway improvements, access
management, transit services, or demand management strategies need to be implemented. It does not, however,
provide a basis for determining the need for specific intersection improvements or other detailed mitigation.
Table 5.8 provides a method to evaluate roadway capacity for non-freeway and non-regional highway roadways.
For each facility type, the typical planning level average daily traffic (ADT) capacity ranges and maximum ADT
volume ranges are listed. These volume ranges are based upon guidance from the Highway Capacity Manual,
discussions with the Metropolitan Council and professional engineering judgment. A range is used since the
maximum capacity of any roadway design (v/c = 1) is a theoretical measure that can be affected by its functional
classification, traffic peaking, access spacing, speed, and other roadway characteristics. Further, to define a
facility’s “daily capacity”, the top of each facility type’s volume range should be used. This allows for capacity
improvements that can be achieved by roadway performance enhancements. Another useful capacity analysis
index is the level of traffic that a facility can accommodate before it is defined as approaching its capacity limit. A
segment of road is noted as “approaching capacity” when observed daily volume equals or exceeds 85% of daily
capacity (v/c > 0.85). This level of traffic volume is also presented in Table 5.8 by facility type.
Table 5.8: Planning-Level Roadway Capacities by Facility Type
Planning Level
Daily Capacity
Ranges (ADT)

Daily
Capacity
(ADT)

Approaching
Capacity
(85% of ADT)

Two-lane undivided urban

8,000-10,000

10,000

8,500

Two-lane undivided rural

14,000-15,000

15,000

12,750

Two-lane divided (threelane)

14,000-17,000

17,000

14,450

Four-lane undivided urban

18,000-22,000

22,000

18,700

Four-lane divided (five-lane)

28,000-32,000

32,000

27,200

Four-lane divided rural

35,000-38,000

38,000

32,300

Facility Type

Note: The terms urban and rural describe typical section designs (e.g., curb and gutter for urban and ditch
drainage for rural). They do not imply geographic areas.
Using the methodology described above, capacity deficiencies were identified by comparing existing ADT
volumes to the threshold capacities noted in Table 5.8. The existing traffic volumes (Figure 5.6) and the existing
number of lanes (Figure 5.7) were used to develop the 2040 capacity deficiencies. Figure 5.20 shows the base
2040 forecast capacity deficiencies, which were based on the original Metropolitan Council land use projections.
Figure 5.21 shows the revised (adjusted) 2040 forecast capacity deficiencies based on Edina’s land use
projections. As noted on Figures 5.20 and 5.21, “congested” roadway segments are defined as those with a
volume-to-capacity ratio at or above 1.0, which signifies that a segment of road has observed volumes that
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exceed its design capacity. In addition, the figure also identifies those segments of roadways that are approaching
capacity (volume-to-capacity ratio of 0.85 to 1.0).

Figure 5.20: 2040 Forecast Capacity Deficiencies
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Figure 5.21: Revised 2040 Forecast Capacity Deficiencies
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Based on the 2040 traffic some of the major roadways in the City are expected to operate at levels approaching
capacity or over capacity. The following summarizes the road segments anticipated to exceed their design
capacity or are expected to approach capacity by 2040:

2040 Met Council Base Forecast Deficiencies:

Approaching Capacity:
• Interlachen Parkway – Maloney Avenue to W 50th Street
• Interlachen Road – TH 169 to Lincoln Drive
• Vernon Avenue – Hansen Road to Eden Avenue
• Tracy Avenue – Valley View Road to Valley Lane
• West 70th Street – Cahill Road to Metro Boulevard
• Edina Industrial Boulevard – Bush Lake Road to Metro Boulevard
• West 50th Street – Halifax Avenue to France Avenue
• France Avenue – North City Limit to West 58th Street
• Xerxes Avenue – West 54th Street to West 60th Street
• West 70th Street – France Avenue to Xerxes Avenue S
• France Avenue – West 70th Street to South City Limit
• York Avenue S – West 66th Street to 70th Street
• York Avenue S – West 76th Street to South City Limit
Over Capacity:
• Vernon Avenue – Gleason Road to Hansen Road
• Gleason Road – TH 62 to Vernon Avenue
• France Avenue – West 58th Street to TH 62
• Xerxes Avenue S – West 60th Street to TH 62
• West 70th Street – TH 100 to France Avenue

2040 Revised Forecast Deficiencies with City Land Use Adjustment:

Approaching Capacity:
• Interlachen Parkway – Maloney Avenue to W 50th Street
• Interlachen Road – TH 169 to Lincoln Drive
• Vernon Avenue – Lincoln Drive to Gleason Road
• Vernon Avenue – Hansen Road to Eden Avenue
• Tracy Avenue – Valley View Road to Valley Lane
• West 70th Street – Cahill Road to Metro Boulevard
• Edina Industrial Boulevard – Bush Lake Road to Metro Boulevard
• W 50th Street – Halifax Avenue to France Avenue
• France Avenue – North City Limit to W 58th Street
• Xerxes Avenue South – W 54th Street to W 60th Street
• France Avenue – West 70th Street to South City Limit
• York Avenue – West 66th Street to W 70th Street
• York Avenue – West 76th Street to South City Limit
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Over Capacity:
• Vernon Avenue – Gleason Road to Hansen Road
• Gleason Road – TH 62 to Vernon Avenue
• France Avenue – West 58th Street to TH 62
• Xerxes Avenue South – West 60th Street to TH 62
• West 70th Street – TH 100 to York Avenue South

Roadway Deficiencies and Improvement Needs

The City of Edina is considered fully developed and therefore it is not expected to see substantial traffic
increases over the planning horizon in many locations. However, with the anticipated redevelopment of land use
in some locations (for example, areas covered by the Small Area Plans), combined with regional traffic trends
and considerations, there will be some areas of significant traffic growth. Most (but not all) of the areas identified
above as approaching or over capacity in 2040 are two-lane, state-aid roadways, which will require working with
other agencies to improve or otherwise mitigate.
Taking into account projected future traffic conditions, together with current issues, the following areas have
been identified for recommended improvements and/or monitoring and further evaluation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gateway area redevelopment
France Avenue (West 70th St to I-494)
France Avenue (north of TH 62, especially south of West 58th St)
West 70th Street
Vernon Avenue/Gleason Road (north of TH 62)
Other trunk highway and interchange area

These areas and others will be addressed under the following headings. The final heading will address a summary
of implementation considerations and requirements. Within the context of this planning level information,
individual projects will be identified to be included in the City’s Capital Improvement Programs over the next
ten years (until the next Comprehensive Plan Update is required).

Potential Problem Locations

The primary current problem locations are identified below.

Trunk Highway System Congestion

Peak period congestion occurs on nearly all of the trunk highway segments passing through or adjacent to the
City. This includes I-494, TH 169, TH 100, and TH 62 (Crosstown Highway). In addition to the mainline
congestion, queuing from ramp meters provides a source of localized congestion on the City street system as
discussed under the following headings.

Freeway Interchange Queues

Peak period queuing occurs at most freeway ramps. In particular, the older freeway interchanges with TH 62 at
Xerxes Avenue South and France Avenue (see above) have inadequate bridge width and storage capacity to
accommodate vehicles waiting at the queue. Similar problems exist along TH 100 at West 70th Street and West
77th Street.

Through Traffic on Local Streets

Various residential areas experience, or perceive that they experience, large amounts of through traffic.
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France Avenue/West 50th Street Intersection

This intersection, in the middle of a popular older commercial area, is affected by high pedestrian traffic levels as
well as high vehicular traffic volumes. It is a destination for local as well as many non-local visitors. Refer to the
50th & France Small Area Plan for further details.

France Avenue North of TH 62

The concentration of recent and future increased redevelopment in the greater Southdale area, along with the
congested interchange at TH 62, has the potential to result in congestion on France Avenue north of TH 62.
France Avenue transitions from a four-lane to a two-lane roadway at the interchange.

Gateway Redevelopment Area Improvements

An Alternative Urban Areawide Review (AUAR) was prepared by the City in 2007 (with updates in 2013 and
2018) for an area generally bounded by TH 100 to the west, Fred Richards Golf Course/76th Street to the north,
France Avenue to the east, and Minnesota Drive to the south. The impetus for the AUAR was the purchase of a
parcels within the Study Area by a developer and subsequent discussions with the City regarding their
redevelopment. The City decided to review the potential for further redevelopment within the commercial and
industrial area along West 77th Street adjacent to these recently acquired parcels.
The AUAR reviewed five different scenarios: 1 – Comprehensive Plan (1998), 2 – Master Plan (proposed by
developer), 3 – Maximum Commercial, 4 – Maximum Residential, and 4.1 – Modified Scenario 4. Each of these
scenarios required its own set of roadway improvements to accommodate the development envisioned for the
given scenario. Perhaps the most notable observation is that Scenario 3 (Maximum Commercial) would require
reconstruction of the West 77th Street Bridge over TH 100 to provide additional through and turning lanes.
Funding requirements may preclude the implementation of this scenario in the foreseeable future.
The AUAR identifies improvements that will be required for various types and intensities of development
outcomes. The specific improvements that will be required, and the schedule of those improvements, will be
dictated by the development projects that are actually proposed and occur over time. It is recommended that
the City clarify to developers early in the plan review procedures for this overall area that they must address
transportation improvement needs in a proactive manner. The City will coordinate with developers regarding
the planning and funding of the improvements, but developers will be required to perform their “fair share” such
that needed improvements are identified and implemented in advance of the added traffic volumes.
A conceptual east-west connector corridor north of I-494 has been identified for further evaluation and
potential long-term implementation. This corridor is identified on Figure 5.22. As shown, it uses West 78th
Street, West 77th Street, and West 76th Street with enhanced continuity. It will be further discussed under a
separate heading, below. The improvements addressed in the Gateway Area AUAR are considered short to
mid-range improvements, with the east-west connector corridor being a long-range concept.

France Avenue (TH 62 to I-494)

France Avenue between TH 62 and I-494 carries high volumes of traffic. The design of the roadway, 4-lane
divided with turn lanes, has a high level of capacity, and roadway actually operates better than what perhaps is
the common perception. For example, motorists must wait more than one signal cycle to proceed through an
intersection only infrequently even at peak travel times. However, as traffic levels increase as projected on
Figure 5.19, congestion on the main portion of this stretch of roadway will become more of a concern. Refer to
the transportation section of the Southdale District Area Plan for additional information regarding France
Avenue.

TH 62 and Central Areas

The primary issue at TH 62 is that there is currently not enough bridge width to provide storage for vehicles
waiting in queues on France Avenue at the interchange. To address this issue, in 2019 MnDOT (in cooperation
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Figure 5.22: Conceptual East/West Connector

with Hennepin County) is planning to redeck the France Avenue bridge over TH 62 to include a second
northbound left-turn lane, with the intent to shorten queuing for vehicles waiting to head westbound on TH 62.
Additionally, the sidewalks on both sides of the bridge will be significantly widened to improve pedestrian
comfort and safety.
An additional means to improve this situation is through traffic management, attempting to spread the traffic
more equally between the interchanges at Valley View Road, France Avenue, and Xerxes Avenue. Both the
Valley View Road and Xerxes Avenue interchanges currently relieve the France Avenue interchange, but efforts
can be made to increase this affect. Options that could be further explored include employee training for
businesses in the area, to promote increased use of the alternate interchanges, and improved signage indicating
the option of using alternate interchanges. However, it is not known how effective such measures could be,
short of significant operational or infrastructure projects.
There currently does not appear to be any physical/infrastructure projects that could readily be implemented
and would have clear benefits in terms of redirecting traffic from France Avenue to York/Xerxes Avenue.
However, as redevelopment continues to take place in the Greater Southdale area, the City should promote
access and street design that helps make Xerxes/York Avenue a viable alternative to France Avenue.
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An important limitation of Xerxes/York Avenue in terms of serving as an alternate route for France Avenue is
that it does not have an interchange at I-494. As will be discussed under a separate heading, the City should
investigate an enhanced east-west connector corridor north of I-494. This would tie into Richfield’s West 76th/
77th Street corridor. One of the benefits of such a connector route is that it could make the use of Xerxes/York
Avenue as an alternate to France Avenue more viable. East-west traffic flow would be enhanced in the southern
portion of the City with connections to both France Avenue and York Avenue.

I-494 Area

The primary operational difficulty on France Avenue at the south end at I-494 relates to the single southbound
right turn lane to accommodate both motorists using the ramp to westbound I-494 and those using the loop to
eastbound I-494. This causes excessive southbound queuing in the right lane. The proximities of Minnesota
Drive and West 78th Street to the interchange exacerbate this problem. Hennepin County has identified a
roadway re-striping plan which would help address this problem. This plan separates the traffic turning onto the
westbound I-494 ramp from the traffic turning onto the eastbound loop. The City will work with the County
and the City of Bloomington to ensure that this improvement takes place.

West 70th Street

The section of West 70th Street between TH 100 and France Avenue (reconstructed in 2011) is problematic
because it experiences relatively high traffic levels for a roadway passing through a residential setting. The traffic
levels are due in large part to the basic location and context of the segment. At one end of the segment is an
interchange with major highway (TH 100), and at the other end is an important “A” minor arterial roadway
(France Avenue) and a major commercial center (greater Southdale area). Traffic levels are currently at the high
end of the capacity for a 2-lane roadway with turn lanes, and are forecasted to be over capacity by 2040.

East-West Connector Corridor

A significant transportation difficulty facing the City is that there is not a continuous east-west reliever roadway
on the north side of I-494. Motorists making east-west trips north of the freeway must proceed through a series
of roadway segments that are currently not well coordinated or tied into a larger roadway network.
Coordinating with adjacent communities, a conceptual corridor has been identified that is depicted on Figure
5.22. This improvement area would align along existing West 78th Street west of E Bush Lake Road, West 77th
Street between East Bush Lake Road and Parklawn Ave, and West 76th Street east of Parklawn Avenue. An
alternative (and longer-term) alignment between East Bush Lake Road and Parklawn Avenue would involve a
new bridge crossing of TH 100, which would relieve traffic levels on the W 77th Street/Edina Industrial
Boulevard bridge over TH 100 (see the Long-Term “Alternative Alignment” on Figure 5.22).
The rationale behind this concept is to provide a roadway that would serve a similar function to American
Boulevard in Bloomington and the West 76th/77th Street corridor in Richfield. It would tie directly into the
Richfield corridor. As stated above, it could ultimately relieve congestion through the TH 100/West 77th
Street/Edina Industrial Boulevard interchange. It would generally allow more efficient east-west movements and
tie into the larger Edina network more effectively. For example, it would make Xerxes/York Avenue easier and
more logical to use as an alternative to France Avenue to relieve traffic levels on France. It would likely make
this portion of Edina a more attractive location for business and office development because of improved
mobility and access. The Gateway Redevelopment discussed under an earlier heading may provide the
opportunity to begin roadway reconstruction efforts associated with implementation of the overall East-West
Connector concept.
Because this roadway would support and improve operations on trunk highways (TH 100 and I-494), MnDOT
and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) would be supportive of such a project. The City should
explore the availability of state and federal funding to help advance this concept if it is deemed viable.
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It should be emphasized that this long-term corridor improvement plan is only conceptual at this point, and no
major right-of-way acquisitions are anticipated. However, it is recommended that the City continue to explore
the concept and discuss it with adjacent communities, MnDOT, and Hennepin County. The City can also
coordinate roadway reconfiguration and reconstruction with the redevelopment of the Gateway area as
appropriate. The potential benefits of such a corridor could be quite significant, just as American Boulevard has
benefited Bloomington, and the West 76th/77th corridor has benefited Richfield.

Summary of Key Implementation Considerations and Requirements
Gateway Redevelopment Area Improvements

The City should require, early in the plan review procedures for redevelopment projects proposed in this area,
that transportation improvements be clearly identified and addressed. The City will expect developers to plan,
coordinate and finance their fair share of the required improvements in a proactive manner. Any roadway
reconfiguration associated with the Gateway redevelopment will need to be consistent with the long term vision
of the East-West Connector roadway summarized below.

East – West Connector Roadway

The City should continue to coordinate with neighboring communities, Hennepin County, and MnDOT to
advance the planning and evaluation of the general corridor identified on Figure 5.22. It is likely a long-term
concept, but as redevelopment is proposed and implemented in the southern portion of Edina, consideration
should be given to this potential corridor in terms of long term right-of-way issues and access design.

Roadway Jurisdictional Issues

In general, it is good policy that Hennepin County and MnDOT assume responsibility for and jurisdiction over
the arterial network, and cities assume responsibility for the collector and local street systems. This is, to a large
extent, the situation in Edina. The existing roadway jurisdictional classification system is depicted on Figure 5.10.
At present, there are no roadways in the City under State (MnDOT) jurisdiction that are being considered for
turnback to Hennepin County or the City of Edina. However, Hennepin County, in its Transportation System
Plan, identifies two roadway segments that are candidates for turnback to the City of Edina (see Figure 5.23):
•
•

CSAH 31 (York/Xerxes Avenue) from 50th Street to south City limit (see Figure 5.23)
CSAH 158 (Vernon Avenue/Gleason Road) from TH 100 to TH 62 (see Figure 5.23)

Regarding these segments, the City of Edina does not support either turnback option. These segments should
remain under County jurisdiction for the following reasons:
•
•
•

CSAH 31 - This roadway serves an inter-community function, connecting Bloomington, Edina and
Minneapolis. It also links with TH 62. It carries a significant percentage of traffic not originating or
terminating in Edina.
CSAH 158 - This roadway is an arterial roadway serving an intercommunity function and is
therefore appropriate for Hennepin County jurisdiction. It carries a substantial percentage of
traffic not originating or terminating in Edina.
Both – At current Municipal State Aid funding levels, the City believes that there would not be
enough resources for Edina to maintain these roadway segments in the future.

In the event the City is ultimately required to accept one or both of the transfers identified above, it should
ensure that the roads are brought up to the appropriate design and maintenance standards prior to accepting
transfer.
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Access Management

Access management refers to balancing the need for access to local land uses with the need for mobility and
safety on the roadway system. Arterials generally have limited access, collectors allow a greater degree of access
given their combined mobility/access function, and local streets allow the most access of the roadway functional
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Figure 5.23: Jurisdictional Turnbacks Proposed by Hennepin County
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categories. Appropriate access control preserves the capacity on arterial streets and improves safety by
reducing the need for traffic to divert to local streets. It separates local turning movements from higher speed
“through” traffic, concentrating traffic linkages at intersections controlled with traffic signals, roundabouts, or
other measures.
MnDOT and County roadways serving Edina are identified on Figure 5.10. For MnDOT roadways, MnDOT’s
access management guidelines apply. These guidelines are included in the Appendix. For County roadways,
Hennepin County access management guidelines apply. These guidelines were established in the Hennepin
County Transportation System Plan, and are included in Appendix T-4. In instances of local site redevelopment,
the City will continue to work with these guidelines in the site plan review and approval process.
The City’s existing ordinance on curb cut placement limits the placement and number of accesses to local and
collector roadways under City jurisdiction. General guidelines include the following:
•
•

No driveway on a local street is to be within 50 feet of a street intersection
When properties adjoin two streets, the access should be to the lower volume street

Community/Aesthetic Design for Transportation Facilities
Community design goals and treatments were discussed in Chapter 3 of this Comprehensive Plan, and in the
Living Streets Plan. Roadways are an important component in community design because they represent a
significant percentage of the overall land area of any community, they represent public space over which the City
has jurisdiction (the municipal right-of-way area), and because they are obviously very visible to many travelers,
local and non-local.
Refer to chapter three of the Living Streets Plan for detailed descriptions of the type, function and location of
Living Streets in Edina, and chapter six for roadway design guidelines. These design guidelines discuss the
following design elements (both functional and aesthetic):
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicular Facilities (driving and parking lanes, pavement markings and signage)
Pedestrian Facilities (sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, street furniture and public art)
Bicycle Facilities (type and placement, signage and wayfinding and intersections
Traffic Calming (road design, curb extensions, boulevard trees, pavement color/texture)
Stormwater Management and Sustainable Infrastructure (impervious surface reduction; soil, turf and
trees; rain gardens; filtration/infiltration; ponds and wetlands)

Another important component of the Community Design Guidelines which pertains to transportation and
roadways is the guideline for gateways. Gateways define areas with character and a sense of place, and can
include such features as street or other lighting, signage, street furniture and public art, and other streetscape
improvements. Many of these elements are in place in various districts throughout the City, but other locations
could be identified and improved.

Travel Demand Management

The primary emphasis of Travel Demand Management (TDM) is to reduce the number of vehicular trips on
congested roadways during peak travel times. Since the many or most of these trips are commuter (work) trips,
TDM strategies primarily involve places of employment and associated travel behavior.
The primary methods or strategies are identified below:
•
•

transit
car/van-pooling
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•
•
•

telecommuting
flex-time
non-motorized commuting

In general, the policies or incentives to promote TDM activities are provided through employers. For example,
employers can provide monthly discounts or passes to employees to use transit. They can provide coordination
services to match up individuals for car/van pooling activities. They can allow or promote telecommuting,
particularly in various industries for which face-to-face contact is not important for task performance. Similarly,
employers can allow or promote flex time, which enables employees to travel to/from work at non-peak travel
times. Regarding non-motorized commuting, the provision of shower and changing facilities is often helpful to
promote bicycle commuting.
There is a number of reasons for employers to promote TDM activities. In some cases, vehicle parking is at a
premium and anything they can do to reduce parking requirements is beneficial. Another example may be a large
employer or group of employers accessed by congested road systems. If these employers can reduce rush hour
trips into their facilities and associated congestion, it benefits their workers and makes their places of business
more attractive places to work. Some employers wish to reduce vehicle trips to their facilities simply because it
is “the right thing to do” for environmental reasons.
Cities can increase TDM activities through promotional activities and by coordinating with key employers to
identify and implement TDM plans. Cities may require TDM plans for new developments if they are large
enough to have significant traffic impacts. Cities can also form or coordinate the formation of Transportation
Management Organizations (TMOs). These organizations pool resources and strategies to get the biggest “bang
for the buck” for reducing traffic levels in a given area. The City of Edina is an active member of the 494
Corridor Commission, which is a TMO striving to limit single occupancy vehicle trips on I- 494.
It is difficult to project the quantitative benefits of Travel Demand Management activities with confidence.
However, as fuel prices increase and congestion on major roadways in the metro region increase into the
future, the demand for and potential of this approach will increase accordingly.
The City of Edina currently requires developers proposing projects with the potential for significant traffic
impacts to submit TDM plans as part of the plan review and approval process. The thresholds which are
currently in place requiring these plans to be generated are projects that would:
•
•
•

generate 1,000 or more vehicle trips per day, or
generate 100 or more trips during any one-hour period, or
increase the traffic levels on an adjacent roadway by 50 percent or more

The City’s requirements in terms of commitment to TDM activities and programs within the TDM plans are
currently not rigorous. For example, these plans often simply identify existing transit service within the vicinity
of the proposed project to suggest future TDM activities. It is recommended that the City evaluate the option of
adding “teeth” to TDM requirements for developers, perhaps using the City of Minneapolis and Bloomington
programs as a guide.

Aviation
According to Appendix L of the 2040 Transportation Policy Plan, Edina is not a “noise impacted community.”
However, members of the community have expressed increased concern over the effects of aircraft noise on
their property and quality of life. These issues can be shared with the MSP Noise Oversight Committee (NOC),
which was established in 2002. The MAC Noise Program Office works closely with the NOC and is dedicated
to collecting, analyzing and reporting aircraft operations data for the purpose of working with the communities
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surrounding the MAC's system of airports on aircraft noise issues. The MSP NOC membership is balanced with
community and aviation industry representatives who work together to address aircraft noise issues associated
with MSP. The City of Edina is represented through an “at-large” membership on the NOC.

Freight
Roadway and Bridge Restrictions

The only weight-restricted bridge in the City of Edina is the West 50th Street bridge over Minnehaha Creek.
Table 5.9 indicates bridges in Edina that have insufficient height clearances (less than 15’-6” clear):
Table 5.9 –Bridges with Insufficient Height Clearances
Location
Bridge Number

Height Clearance

7296

Pedestrian bridge over Interlachen Boulevard

14’-2”

27646

Canadian Pacific Rail bridge over Eden Ave

15’-0”

90641

Canadian Pacific Rail bridge over West 44th
St
Pedestrian bridge over Braemar Boulevard

14’-3”

94176

15’-0”

Goals and Policies
1. Improve mobility for residents, visitors and businesses (including those with transportation
disadvantages) through the creation and maintenance of a balanced system of transportation
alternatives for transit users, pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists.
1.1. Increase protected and separate bike facilities between nodes, parks, schools and City
facilities as indicated in the Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan.
1.2. Connectivity between nodes shall be enhanced to include three modes of transportation
where at least one is non-motorized.
1.3. Create safe and convenient pedestrian and bicycle connections between major traffic
generators, with particular emphasis on continuity at roadway and other barrier crossings.
1.4. Connect to regional non-motorized transportation networks by reviewing and
recommending pedestrian and bicycle facilities throughout Edina cooperatively with the
Three Rivers Park District and Hennepin County.
1.5. Support recommendations of the Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan for implementation.
2. Implement a fully multi-modal transportation system that supports the land use vision and future land
use plan for managing and shaping future growth.
3. Minimize the impacts of the transportation system on Edina’s environment and neighborhood quality
of life and emphasize methods to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
3.1. Strive for transportation infrastructure designs that have a neutral to positive impact on the
natural environment.
3.2. Effectively balance access from and mobility on Edina’s roadways, prioritizing safe and
efficient movement between the city’s primary nodes, parks, schools and community
facilities.
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4. Reduce the overall dependence on and use of single-occupant vehicles by promoting land use patterns
that allow for shorter vehicular trips and the use of alternative travel options.
4.1. Take a comprehensive approach to reducing single-occupant vehicle trips by involving those
who live, work and shop.
5. Promote a travel demand management (TDM) program through a coordinated program of
regulations, marketing, and provision of alternative workplace and travel options.
5.1. Partner with Commuter Services to encourage all forms of travel demand management in
order to reduce single occupancy vehicle travel, overall vehicle miles of travel, reduce
petroleum consumption, and improve air quality.
5.2. Review and recommend policies necessitating a TDM Plan and/or a transit component with
all types of development and redevelopment. Review and implement substantive
requirements associated with these TDM Plans, potentially including TDM escrow accounts,
transit passes, preferential parking for car-poolers, and other measures.
5.3. Review all major new developments in light of the potential for ridesharing including bus
accessibility, preferential parking for carpools/vanpools, and mixed-use development.
5.4. Support preferential treatments for transit and high occupancy vehicles on streets and
highways.
5.5. Include transit planning in the construction or upgrading of streets and highways.
6. Encourage and support attractive and reliable high-performance transit service and connections.
6.1. Increase transit options for Edina residents, focusing on connecting the underserved western
segment of Edina with the eastern segment.
6.2. Provide transit service to connect nodes and commercial hubs.
7. Develop and manage parking provision to encourage joint and shared use of facilities, ride-sharing
(car pools and van pools), and bicycle parking.
7.1. Encourage and develop preferred locations in surface and structured parking for electric
vehicles (personal and shared) and car pool/van pool vehicles.
7.2. Provide or require covered and secure bicycle parking (including e-bicycles) in all parking
structures.
7.3. Continuously evaluate the need for, and design of, parking facilities (e.g. effects of
autonomous vehicles and future conversion of parking structures to inhabited buildings) and
revise regulations as necessary.
8. Invest in infrastructure to support the continued growth in low- to zero-emission technology and
support regional and statewide efforts to educate and adopt electric vehicles.
8.1. Continue to install chargers at City facilities where use can benefit residents, City fleet, and
partners.
8.2. Ensure that the methodology to determine electric vehicle charging locations considers both
public and private facilities with an inclusive and equitable lens.
8.3. Provide residents and businesses the opportunity to learn the benefits of zero emission
vehicles through outreach, education and events.
8.4. Advocate for electric vehicle charging programs and incentives with the state, utilities, and
car manufacturers.
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9. Provide for efficient movement of goods within Edina, while minimizing the impacts of freight traffic
on other trips and reducing negative impacts on land uses on freight corridors.
9.1. Through the use of technology, minimize congestion on neighborhood streets and ensure
the safety while balancing delivery service requirements.
9.2. Serve major truck users and intermodal facilities with good minor arterial access to the
metropolitan highway system.
9.3. Investigate and implement solutions to minimize the impact of delivery of goods by drone in
residential areas.
10. Engage, seek input from and educate all segments of the community regarding transportation-related
issues and projects impacting the City.
10.1. Develop and implement methodology for consistent education of motorist, pedestrian and
cyclist safety as indicated in the Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan.
10.2. Seek inclusive, equitable and meaningful public participation throughout the community in
all transportation studies and projects conducted by the City.
11. Identify new and continuing sources for transportation infrastructure funding by seeking to partner
where feasible with federal, state, county and adjacent community sources.
11.1. Pursue and support regional or multi-community funding sources for improvements that
provide regional or multi-community benefit.
11.2. Support research efforts into more efficient and cost-effective management, maintenance
and replacement of street surfaces.
11.3. Support governmental jurisdiction over roadways that reflect the role of the roadway in the
overall transportation system.
11.4. Encourage the legislature to continue a dedicated source for funding for efficient mass
transit.
11.5. Encourage the legislature to provide stable, long-term roadway funding for capital,
operating/traffic management, and maintenance.
11.6. Develop and support legislation permitting a transportation utility.
12. Design roadway facilities according to their intended service function and neighborhood context.
12.1. Upgrade existing roadways when warranted by demonstrated volume, safety or functional
needs, taking into consideration environmental limitations.
12.2. Design/enhance residential street systems to discourage through traffic and to be
compatible with lower speed bicycling and walking. This includes consideration of traffic
calming measures on local streets, local connectors and, in some cases, collector streets.
12.3. Use adequate transitions and buffers including, but not limited to, earth berms, walls,
landscaping and distance to mitigate the undesirable impact of high volume roadways.
12.4. Consider the use of sound mitigating features for residential development adjacent to high
volume roadways, and make property owners and land developers responsible for noise
attenuation at new developments near high volume roadways.
12.5. Encourage beautification of local roadways, where appropriate, with amenities such as
boulevard trees, decorative street lighting, and monuments.
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12.6. Monitor and address transportation requirements associated with demographic trends,
such as an aging population.
13. Provide and maintain adequate access to and from, and safety on, local and regional roadways.
13.1. Provide logical street networks to connect residential areas to the regional highway system
and local activity centers.
13.2. Adequately control access points to the regional roadway system (including minor arterials)
in terms of driveway openings and side street intersections.
13.3. Provide access to the local street system (including collector, local connector and local
streets) in a manner that balances the need to safely and efficiently operate the street
system with the need for access to land.
13.4. Separate, to the extent possible, conflicting uses on the roadway system in order to
minimize safety problems. Give special attention to pedestrian and bicycle routes.
13.5. Review and update regional and local functional street classification and coordinate with
adjacent cities and Hennepin County. Review and recommend traffic calming policies and
consider traffic calming implementation where requested by residents using the Living
Streets Plan as the primary guide.
13.6. Review and monitor citywide traffic volumes, congestion, existing traffic calming devices
and measures, accident history, vehicle violation history, speed limits and enforcement.
13.7. Educate public on vehicle operations including public relations campaigns that focus on
individual responsibilities to each other rather than individual rights only.
13.8. When requested by the Edina Transportation Commission and/or the Planning
Commission, review land use that may impact traffic implementations. Continue to monitor
adjacent community redevelopment and other activity that potentially impacts the City of
Edina.
13.9. Evaluate and implement measures required for school safety.
14. Manage, maintain and operate roadways to maximize wherever possible the safety and mobility of all
users and all modes.
14.1. Cooperate with other agencies having jurisdiction over streets and highways in Edina to
assure implementation of Living Streets elements, good roadway conditions and operating
efficiency.
14.2. Continue the implementation of the I-494 frontage road system through ongoing
coordination with MnDOT, Hennepin County, and the cities of Richfield and Bloomington.
14.3. Maintain roads by repairing weather-related and other damage. Continue current on-going
pavement improvement plan.
14.4. Use economic and environmentally sound management techniques for snow and ice
removal.
14.5. Replace substandard bridges and bridges that present safety or traffic problems.
14.6. Track developments regarding the most current transportation systems and technologies,
evaluate and implement as warranted.
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14.7. Support state legislation to decrease statutory urban speed limits from 30 to 25 miles per
hour.

Transportation Objectives

Previous sections of this chapter have examined existing conditions, as well as future issues, needs, and
recommendations. This section discusses the City’s transportation objectives.
By adopting the overall Comprehensive Plan Update including the Transportation Chapter, the City Council will
establish the guidelines by which decisions regarding transportation facilities and programs will be made in Edina.
The City should periodically review the assumptions under which the plan was developed, including estimates of
future development, changing financial resources, citizen and governmental input, and other factors which may
arise, and update the plan as appropriate.

Roadways
•

•
•
•

•

France Avenue – work with Hennepin County to ensure the overall operation and safety of this
roadway, particularly at its interchanges with TH 62 and I-494.
Gateway redevelopment project area –with a developer to define roadway needs and ensure that
the developer(s) participates appropriately in the funding of improvements.
East-west connector roadway – continue to coordinate with adjacent communities, MnDOT, and
Hennepin County to discuss and advance this concept (identified on Figure 5.22) as appropriate.
Jurisdictional Classification – Hennepin County has identified two roadway segments as potential
candidates to turn back to the City. The City opposes these reclassifications. The City should
coordinate as needed with Hennepin County to demonstrate that turning back jurisdictional
authority to the City is not appropriate for the following locations:
o Vernon Avenue/Gleason Road (CSAH 158) between TH 62 and TH 100
o York/Xerxes Avenue (CSAH 31) between I-494 and 50th Street (CSAH 21)
Review and potentially implement the option of increasing TDM requirements for developers.

Transit
•
•

Continue efforts to establish a park-and-ride facility at TH 100/50th Street.
Continue to evaluate the feasibility of circulator service focusing on the western portion of the
City, and evaluate the existing CloverRide shuttle service in the Greater Southdale area.

Bicycling and Walking
•
•

Use the Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan to identify ongoing bicycle projects for feasibility
review and implementation as warranted.
Working in conjunction with roadway or other infrastructure improvement projects, construct
sidewalks on an on-going basis consistent with the Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan.

Funding

Funding for transportation improvements and programs can be obtained from a variety of sources, as
summarized below:
•
•

General Ad Valorem (Property) Taxes – Transportation projects can be funded with the general
pool of municipal revenues raised through property taxes.
State Aid – Cities with populations of greater than 5,000 are eligible for funding assistance from
the Highway User Tax Distribution Fund (funded with the state gas tax and vehicle taxes, as well
as federal transportation funds through MnDOT). These funds are allocated to a network of
Municipal State Aid (MSA) streets. Currently, the City of Edina receives an apportionment per
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•

•

•

•

•
•

year for improvements to its MSA streets, which are typically collector roadways higher in
functional classification.
Federal Transportation Funds – The guidelines for direct federal funding for transportation
projects are established under the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act. These
funds are allocated by the Metropolitan Council which serves as the Metropolitan Planning
Organization for the Twin Cities metropolitan area. Roadway, transit, non-motorized, and other
transportation-related projects are selected on a competitive basis based on evaluation,
prioritization, and recommendation by the Metropolitan Council’s Transportation Advisory
Board (TAB). The process of solicitation for project proposals and resulting allocation of federal
funding to selected projects occurs every two years. The next round of solicitation for proposals
will take place in 2019.
Cooperative Agreements with MnDOT and/or Hennepin County – Different levels of
government can cooperate on planning, implementing, and financing transportation projects
which provide benefits to all the concerned agencies. The financial terms and obligations are
generally established at the front end of the projects.
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) – This is a method of funding improvements that are needed
immediately by using the additional tax revenue anticipated to be generated because of the given
project’s benefits in future years. The difference between current tax revenues from the targeted
district and the increased future tax revenues resulting from the improvements is dedicated to
retiring the municipal bonds used to finance the initial improvement(s).
Developer Contributions/Impact Fees – Under this approach, the impact of the additional traffic
from a proposed development on the local roadway system is projected, using standard traffic
engineering procedures. Costs associated with improving the roadway system to handle the
additional traffic at an acceptable level of service are assessed to the developer. This approach
generally involves some level of negotiation between the local government and the developer to
work out a cost-sharing agreement that allows the development to move forward.
Assessments – Properties that benefit from a roadway scheduled for improvement may be
assessed for the cost of construction. In order to assess the owner, it must be demonstrated that
the value of their property will increase by at least the amount of the assessment.
Utility Franchise Fees – The City’s Pedestrian and Cyclist Safety (PACS) Fund is one example of
using franchise fees for public improvements. The PACS Fund is generated from franchise fees on
customers of electric and gas utilities in Edina are dedicated to the construction and maintenance
of non-motorized infrastructure.

In addition to these methods, the City should always consider negotiating with business and medical centers to
help fund transportation improvement projects, large or small, which would have direct benefits to those
centers.
Two potential sources of transportation funding have been proposed and discussed for a number of years, but
are not currently allowed under state law. They are:
•

•

Road Access Charge – All new developments would be charged based on the trip generation
rates of the given development, without an estimation or documentation of specific traffic impacts
or improvement requirements. It would be analogous to the Sewer Access Charge (SAC) for
access to the Metropolitan Council’s sanitary sewer system. Revenues from this source could be
used to build or improve collector and arterial roadways within the local jurisdiction collecting
the tax.
Transportation Utility Billing – All properties within the local jurisdiction would be subject to a
periodic fee, based on the number of vehicle trips generated by the type of property. The pool of
funding generated in this manner would be used for community-wide transportation
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improvements such as preventive maintenance and road reconstruction. The periodic nature of
the billing would be beneficial in terms of supporting on-going or routine roadway maintenance
projects through the entire network.
The City should continue to support and promote the passage of legislation at the state level which would allow
these forms of dedicated local transportation revenue generation.

Capital Improvement Program

The City has a Capital Improvement Program that is used to guide transportation investments within the
community. The process includes analyzing projects that contribute to the maintenance and improvement of the
transportation network based on the policies set forth within the Comprehensive Plan.
The City Council updates the Capital Improvement Program biannually to reflect the changing needs of our
transportation network.
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